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what are we learning from data? 
GR is great, but we can quantify this and test 
its principles: Minimal, Lorentz invariant, 
Unitary, Massless, Metric, EFT, Local, 4D,…

Modified/Testing gravity program

two main reasons
✓ because we can/must (data driven)

✓ because we need to (theory driven)
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GR is not a complete theory and the
CC bone is still in our throats 



How to do it?

two approaches
✓ phenomenological:

✓ fundamental:

modify the GR predictions for certain scales 

modify the GR Lagrangian given certain criteria 

canonical example: PPN parameters

�

��!v

�!r v ⌧ c �N ⌧ 1  virialized system

gµ⌫(�, �,↵1,2, ...) 10 parameters, some with 
physical interpretation

L = M2
PR+ ⇤4F (�, gµ⌫)
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model independent: generic effects

physical interpretation of the constraints, unforeseen 
effects and connection between observations



Lorentz invariance (LI) is a key ingredient of
Particle Physics,  Gravity,  Dark Sector

Lorentz violation case 

✓ quantum gravity (Hořava gravity, CDT,…)
✓ new ideas for black holes
✓ natural dark energy candidate
✓ Higgs mechanism for massive gravitons
✓ test a fundamental property of GR @ all scales

benefits of abandoning LI in gravity:

is LI necessary? which are the bounds on deviations?
how do different observations compare?



Space-time filled by a preferred time direction
associated to a time-like unit vector

Generic: 
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LV theories: the preferred frame case
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+ higher derivatives: 1
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review by Liberati 13

Ingredients: uµ , gµ⌫ + SM Fields + DM  + DE

dynamical explanation?
in the following

SM:

DM, DE: 

 ̄ uµu⌫�µ@⌫ e.g.

            
                               

DM ,DE?

SM = 0

to be answered by cosmology

Kostelecky, Liberati, Mattingly, ...

Lm = LLI(SM,DM,DE, gµ⌫) + SM LLV (SM, gµ⌫ , uµ)

+DM LLV (DM, gµ⌫ , uµ) + DE LLV (DE, gµ⌫ , uµ)

!2
 = m2

 + c2 k
2

Matter Lagrangian

|1� cp,n/c� | < 10�22

1412.4828 [gr-qc]  (review article w/ E. Lim) 
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Tests of LV in gravity
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UV modifications Solar system, GWs, astro, cosmology,…

New massless extra degree of freedom, 
modification of the graviton

and preferred frame
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Solar system (PN gravity)

↵ = 2� identical to GR in the Solar System!
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Solar System constraints leave 2 free parameters

Perimeter Institute, August 22, 2013 

PN+Stability+Cherenkov constraints

AE theory Kronometric
theory
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Weak field constraints summary



LV effects from the coupling to                      : 

different clustering properties and extra ingredients!

(i) background     modifies Friedmann equation                   

(ii) new interaction from

uµ = ūµ + �uµ

ūµ

�uµ

COSMOLOGÍA

2003

WMAP mejoró la precisión de las observaciones del CMB

COBE
(7 degree resolution)

WMAP
(0.25 degree resolution)

COBE
(resolución de 7 grados)

WMAP
(resolución de .25 grados)

 (analogía con resolución en mapas terrestres)

Fondo de 
radiación de 
microondas

La anisotropía tiene una estructura granular.

La escala característica del “grano” es 300.000 años luz,

 el tamaño del Universo observable en la época de desacoplamiento
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  Faster Jeans instability: DM dom, subhorizon
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Shift of the peaks,  change of zero point of oscillation and amplitude
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Effects on CMB
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scales, the peaks are further suppressed by Silk damp-
ing. Indeed, due to the shift in the phase of oscillations,
they correspond to smaller physical scales at recombina-
tion, that are more a↵ected by di↵usion damping. The
Doppler e↵ect, which depends on ⇥̇

�

at recombination,
is also modified. Finally, a prominent feature clearly vis-
ible on the plot is the significant enhancement of the
ISW contribution in the range 10 < l < 100, i.e. be-
tween the regions usually a↵ected by the early ISW e↵ect
(100 < l < 200) and the late ISW e↵ect (2 < l < 10).
The ISW e↵ect is proportional to the time derivative of
the gravitational potential. In the ⇤CDM model, the po-
tential varies only during the epochs of radiation and ⇤
domination. However, in the enhanced gravity model, the
growth of density perturbations entails a slow increase of
the gravitational potential also during the matter domi-
nated era, enhancing the ISW e↵ect on a wide range of
scales.

All in all, we conclude that the enhanced gravity model
produces significant modifications in the spectrum of
CMB anisotropies. The pattern of these modifications
is quite specific, and apparently not degenerate with the
e↵ects of standard cosmological parameters.

Shear model : We recall that in this model, the � field
generates some anisotropic stress and contributes to the
shear of the perturbed metric, as described by Eq. (43).
The presence of shear tends to smooth out metric per-
turbations on scales smaller than the sound horizon asso-
ciated with the sound speed of the � field. Note that for
parameters of the particular shear model studied here,
the field � is superluminal16 (c

�

=
p

3) and the suppres-
sion appears already on super-Hubble scales.

This is indeed observed on the top panel of Fig. 1,
where the gravitational potential is clearly smaller (in
absolute value) compared to ⇤CDM. It also exhibits no-
table wiggles caused by oscillations in the �-field [4]. The
fact that c

�

is much larger than the photon-baryon sound
speed explains the shift between the phase of the oscil-
lations seen in  and in ⇥

�

. The suppression of  shifts
the zero-point of the oscillations in the photon tempera-
ture ⇥

�

. On the other hand, we do not see any shift in
the positions of the peaks, which is compatible with the
previous discussion: the self-gravity of radiation is not
modified in this model.

For fixed initial conditions ⇥
�

(⌧0), the amplitude of
the acoustic oscillations depends crucially on boosting
e↵ects, imprinted around the time of Hubble crossing,
and caused by the three gravitational driving terms on
the right-hand side of Eq. (44). In the shear model, the
amplitude of acoustic oscillations is damped as a conse-
quence of smaller metric fluctuations and reduced grav-
itational boosting. This translates into an overall sup-

16 As pointed above, this does not present any inconsistencies in
theories without Lorentz invariance.
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FIG. 2: Temperature anisotropy spectrum (solid) and its
decomposition in terms of Sachs–Wolfe (dotted), Doppler
(dashed) and Integrated Sachs–Wolfe (dot-dashed) contribu-
tions. For clarity, we do not show cross correlations between
these contributions. Thick black lines represent the ⇤CDM
model, while thin blue lines are used for the two ⇥CDM ref-
erence models.

pression of the SW e↵ect visible in the bottom panel of
Fig. 1.

On Fig. 2, we see that the Doppler and ISW contri-
butions to the total temperature spectrum C

`

are also
lower in the shear model than in ⇤CDM. The net result
is a uniform suppression of all peaks. One may expect
that this e↵ect could be compensated, at least partially,
by a rescaling of the initial amplitude of perturbations.
This suggests that pure shear models might be less con-
strained than enhanced gravity ones.

Our shear model is similar to the one studied in [11],
where it was claimed that the dominant e↵ect on the
CMB comes through the ISW. Our analysis demonstrates
that the changes in the SW and Doppler contributions
are equally important for this model.
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FIG. 2: Marginalized one-dimensional posterior distribution
and two-dimensional probability contours (at the 68% and
95% CL) of the ⇤LVDM parameters for Einstein-aether (up-
per panel) and khronometric (lower panel) cases. Only the
subspace of parameters responsible for Lorentz violation is
shown.

the bounds from binary pulsars [4].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have used the Planck 2013 and Wig-
gleZ 2012 data to derive constraints on the deviations
from Lorentz invariance in gravity and dark matter. We
considered the scenario where local Lorentz invariance
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FIG. 3: Marginalized one-dimensional posterior distribution
and two-dimensional probability contours (at the 68% and
95% CL) of the parameters for Einstein-aether (upper panel)
and khronometric (lower panel) theories in the case of Lorentz
invariant dark matter (Y ⌘ 0). Only the subspace of param-
eters responsible for Lorentz violation is shown.

is broken down to spatial rotations preserving a time-
like direction. This pattern of symmetry breaking is de-
scribed at low energies by the Einstein-aether or khrono-
metric model. The latter case represents the infrared
limit of Hořava gravity. We allowed for a possible LV cou-
pling between aether (khronon) and dark matter keeping
Lorentz invariance in the sectors of the Standard Model
and dark energy (accounted for by a cosmological con-
stant).

While for the background cosmological evolution the
resulting ⇤LVDM model is almost equivalent to ⇤CDM,
the di↵erence is substantial at the level of perturbations.
We studied the impact of these di↵erences on the CMB
and LPS using the modified Boltzmann code Class [37],
and explored the parameter space of ⇤LVDM with the
parameter inference code Monte Python [40]. We per-
formed four series of Monte Carlo simulations for the
Einstein-aether and khronometric cases with and with-
out LV in dark matter. In the analysis we imposed as
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Cosmological Constraints

Cosmological tests break the degeneracies 
left by PPN analysis!
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Constraints from binaries

Matter is not modified
Gravitation modified:
coupling gravitons and     

Violation of strong equivalence principle (SEP) 
(Nordtvedt effect)

g p

the orbital equations depend on uµv
µ
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Z
ds f(uµv
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Z
ds

uµ vµ

Tµ⌫ = Tm
µ⌫ + T g

µ⌫ + Tu
µ⌫

produces gµ⌫ , uµ

Far away: point-particle description with extra coupling

uµ

(analogous to the scalar-tensor case Damour Esposito-Farese 92)



Orbital effects: PN analysis

sensitivity: encapsulates the strong-field effects
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Expected dipolar emission

If strong equivalence principle is violated
dipolar radiation expected in binaries
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Equivalence principle violated:      not conserved!  
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More efficient emission: faster damping of orbits!

(quadrupolar terms are also modified)

(similar phenomenon in scalar-tensor)
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�2.14⇥ 10�2 2.90⇥ 10�1 �9.86⇥ 10�1 6.39⇥ 101 �8.34⇥ 102 2.68⇥ 103 �4.57⇥ 103 5.7⇥ 104 �1.51⇥ 105

Æ c2,0,0 c2,0,1 c2,0,2 c2,1,0 c2,1,1 c2,1,2 c2,2,0 c2,2,1 c2,2,2

5.67⇥ 10�1 �7.67 2.65⇥ 101 �1.87⇥ 103 2.49⇥ 104 �8.04⇥ 104 2.32⇥ 105 �2.99⇥ 106 8.91⇥ 106

kh c0,0 c0,1 c0,2 c1,0 c1,1 c1,2 c2,0 c2,1 c2,2

�3.67⇥ 10�6 �3.17⇥ 10�5 6.44⇥ 10�6 2.67⇥ 10�1 �1.09 1.97 �1.72⇥ 102 8.64⇥ 102 �1.39⇥ 103

kh c3,0 c3,1 c3,2 c4,0 c4,1 c4,2 c5,0 c5,1 c5,2

6.44⇥ 104 �3.13⇥ 105 4.60⇥ 105 �1.16⇥ 107 5.46⇥ 107 �7.42⇥ 107 8.00⇥ 108 �3.64⇥ 109 4.65⇥ 109

TABLE I. Estimated numerical coe�cients for the fitting formulas of the sensitivity in Einstein-Æther (Æ) theory and khrono-
metric gravity (kh).
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Absolute value of the sensitivity in khronometric theory as a function of the coupling constant � for a
star with M

obs

= 1.4M� (left panel) and as a function of compactness with � = 10�4 (right panel). In both cases, we set ↵kh
1

and ↵kh
2 by saturating the Solar System constraint (we use the second possibility of Eq. (22)). The bottom right panel shows

the fractional di↵erence between the numerical sensitivity and its weak-field value. Observe that for large compactnesses, the
weak-field result can be very inaccurate.

Some parameters of the binary system, however, are
not directly measurable, but rather they are inferred from
other observables. Let us for example consider the indi-
vidual masses of the binary. These parameters are in-
ferred by noting that other observables are functions of
the individual masses, once one chooses a gravitational
theory. Since observables are measured up to some obser-
vational uncertainty, this error also propagates into the
inferred parameters.

The inferred individual masses can be determined from
two binary observables that depend only on the conser-
vative sector of the theory, e.g. the rate of change of the
pericenter and the Shapiro time-delay. This inference
can be carried out with the leading-order, Newtonian ex-
pressions for these post-Keplerian observables, since 1PN
order corrections and higher will be greatly subdomi-

nant. In Einstein-Æther and in khronometric theory, the
conservative sector is modified to leading PN order only
through the substitutions GN 7! G and m̃A 7! mA (cf.
Eq. (84)). Thus, one can use the same inferred masses
as those obtained by assuming GR is correct. A subtle
caveat is that these inferred masses will not be the grav-
itational masses m̃A, but the di↵erence between these
and mA are of O(�A), which is much smaller than the
observational error for the range of �A that we constrain.
One may worry that to test GR with measurements

of Ṗ /P one may have to include 1PN corrections to the
conservative sector. This would definitely be the case if
non-GR corrections to both the dissipative and conser-
vative sectors entered at 1 PN order. This, however, is
not the case for Lorentz-violating gravity theories, be-
cause the dissipative sector is there modified at -1PN or-
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Constraints from binaries
Yagi, DB, Yunes, Barausse 13(Solar system constraints imposed)

Combined constraints from PSR J1141-6545, 
PSR J0348+0432,  PSR J0737-3039, J1738+0333
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Constraints on the (c+, c�) plane in Æther theory (left) and (�,�) plane in khronometric theory (right)
obtained by combining constraints derived from observations of PSR J1141-6545 [43], PSR J0348+0432 [44], PSR J0737-
3039 [45] and PSR J1738+0333 [46]. The areas outside the (allowed) shaded regions are ruled out by stability/Cherenkov
considerations (light blue), BBN (dark orange) and the combined binary pulsar constraints (dark purple). The red dotted line
corresponds to the values of the coupling constants required for the orbital decay rate to agree with the GR prediction in the
zero-sensitivity/weak-field limit. Observe that the new constraints are much more stringent than all others.

PSR J0348+0432 [44], and PSR J0737-3039 [45]. The
first two are pulsars on a 0.17-eccentricity, 4.74-hour or-
bit and on a O(10�6)-eccentricity, 2.46-hour orbit respec-
tively, around a white dwarf companion. The third is the
relativistic double pulsar binary, on a 0.088-eccentricity
and 2.45-hour orbit. These comparisons allow us to place
constraints on the coupling constants of the theory.

Another way to place constraints on Lorentz-violating
theories is to consider modifications to the conservative

sector , controlled by the Hamiltonian, which for example
a↵ects the orbital shape and precession rate. Lorentz-
violating corrections to the Hamiltonian induce preces-
sion of the spin and orbital angular momentum vectors.
Since such non-GR precession is not found in binary
pulsar observations, one can then place constraints on
Lorentz-violation. The constraints are cast in a model-
independent language by considering strong-field gener-
alizations of the parametrized post-Newtonian (PPN)
Hamiltonian. For example, binary pulsar observations
of PSR J1738+0333 [46] can be used to constrain the
strong-field PPN parameters associated with preferred-
frame e↵ects. We here calculate these parameters for
Einstein-Æther and khronometric theory, and then use
PSR J1738+0333 [46] to place constraints on the cou-
plings.

Combining all of these constraints, we obtain the
allowed coupling parameter space shown in Fig. 1
(Einstein-Æther theory in the left panel and khrono-
metric theory in the right panel). The colored regions

are those allowed after requiring stability and absence
of gravitational Cherenkov radiation [38–40] (light blue),
BBN constraints [29–31, 41] (dark orange) and binary
pulsar constraints (dark purple). The red dashed line
corresponds to the values of the coupling constants for
which the orbital decay rate equals the GR prediction,
assuming the sensitivities vanish and working at leading-
order in a weak-field expansion [37]. Observe that the
new constraints obtained here are much stronger than
all other constraints.
Binary pulsar constraints lead to regions of viable cou-

pling parameter space. This is because in deriving these
constraints one has to allow for di↵erent values of the cou-
pling constants (within the Solar System constraints) and
the sensitivities (because of the di↵erent possible EoSs),
and account for the observational error in the orbital de-
cay rate and the orbital period, as well as the error in
the inferred masses of the binary. The particular shape
of these viable regions is a result of the combination of the
constraints associated with di↵erent binary pulsars. For
example, dipole radiation is suppressed for double pulsar
binaries relative to pulsar - white dwarf systems, because
dipole radiation is proportional to the di↵erence of the
sensitivities and NSs have similar sensitivities. Therefore,
for double pulsar systems the orbital decay rate depends
mainly on the quadrupole term, which leads to a di↵erent
slope for the allowed region of coupling constants.
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